
The illustrated Torah scroll 

By now you surely have seen the Illustrated Torah scroll; an artistic 

interpretation of each parsha, made by Michal Meron – The scroll is used in the 

USA, in Canada, in France, in the U.K., 

in Italy, in Australia and in Curacao.   

To Honor 

To commemorate 

To remember 

To celebrate a loved one 
bar/mitzvah, wedding, 
anniversary, birthday 



The Illustrated Torah scrolls come in different sizes. Large and medium 
for synagogues, temples and schools. Medium-mini and mini for  
families and children. All the Torah scrolls are used for different types 
of fundraising. In the photo you can see the mini and the large Torah 
scroll. 



HOW DOES IT WORK? 

Main fundraiser 
 

The illustrated Torah scroll comprises 55 paintings - one for each Sidra + one painting for the 10 
commandments. The community sells the naming of the Sidras for high levels of donations . 

Single panels or single sentences within the paintings are sold for lower levels of donation. The 
names of the sponsors can be inscribed in the opening part of the scroll. If the community 

wishes, the names can also be inscribed on the bottom of each of the sponsored Sidras.  
 

“BTW……”  

THIS IS AS CLOSE AS ONE GETS TO BE 
INSCRIBED IN A TORAH SCROLL!!!  

Some communities have used the scroll and got donations in the 100K zone. Others of 
course have made less and we know of one which has made more….. We can provide 

contacts of executive directors who have used the Torah scroll as a fundraiser. 



In this panel you can see a 
sample of how a Sidra is 
dedicated. 
 
The same dedication will also be 
inscribed in the opening panels 
of the scroll. 
 
Sometimes a scroll has 11 
opening panels giving honor to 
all the sponsors at the different 
levels of donations. 
 
 



Here you can see a sample of 
how an opening panel looks. 
 
The same dedication will also 
be inscribed at the bottom of 
the relevant Sidra in the scroll. 
 
The beauty of this project is 
that the scroll at the end of the 
fundraiser, will be used by all 
the members of the community 
to enrich their lives and their 
children lives. 
 



THIS SCROLL 

PRESENTS A 

GREAT 

OCCASION TO 

COMMEMORATE 

AND HONOR THE 

MEMORY OF 

MEMBERS OF 

THE FAMILY IN A 

MEANINGFUL 

AND USEFUL 
WAY  

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Secondary fundraisers 
 
 

A community or a school can “raffle” a mini illustrated Torah scroll. As 
an example, a ticket for the raffle can be sold at $50 and 3 tickets at 

$100. The retail value of the mini Torah scroll is $900.  
 

The winning family will be able to write its dedication and Studio 
Michal Meron will personalize it and send it to the winner. 

Therefore , sell 9 sets of 3 tickets ($100 per set) and you will reach 
the break even point, it's that easy! From that moment every sale is a 

net profit for the community.  
   



Additional secondary fundraising 
opportunities for schools 

Every year a community  has 
a set number of Bar – Bat 
Mitzvahs, weddings, joyous 
occasions celebrated by the 
community and families. 
Naming of these events can be 
sold to the interested families. 
These fundraisers will teach 
children the power of 
donation for the good of 
the community. 



 
 

Teaching tool 
 
 
 

The Torah scroll is used as a teaching tool, children are visual 
learners and according to many educators who use the Torah scroll 
this is a beautiful way to link the child with the Torah. These are 
children using the Torah scroll in summer camp. 



Torah call 
 

A Torah call where 250 children were each in front of his/her 
Sidra. The large Torah scroll is 80 feet long. This is a great way for 
an educator to show all the passages of the Torah to children. 



Testimonials 

 This is just one sample from the 
Denver Jewish school. We have 
many more which can be mailed to 
interested parties or you can visit 
www.illustratedtorahscroll.com 
"We are happy to be able to 
inform you that we  will soon open 
our astonishing, beautiful, 
permanent exhibition in the 
"House of the illustrated Torah 
Scroll" in the city of Venice. Come 
and meet Michal Meron the artist,  
and see her labor of love that has 
moved the hearts and minds of 
many children and adults... 

http://www.illustratedtorahscroll.com/
http://www.illustratedtorahscroll.com/


The illustrated Torah scroll in the World 

North America and Caribbean seas   

      Highest number of scroll per city: Atlanta GA (four scrolls) 



The illustrated Torah scroll in the World 

Europe 



 
The illustrated Torah scroll in the World 

Australia 



The Studio in Venice by Michal Meron 
 

Cannaregio 1152 – Ghetto Vecchio 
30121 Venezia Ve Italy 

 
Ph.: +39 0415208997 

 
thestudioinvenice.com 

info @thestudioinvenice.com 
baker.alon @gmail.com 

 
facebook.com/StudioInVenice 

instagram.com/thestudioinvenice 
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